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a b s t r a c t
Documenting software architecture rationale is essential to reuse and evaluate architec-
tures, and several modeling and documentation guidelines have been proposed in the
literature. However, in practice creating and updating these documents rarely is a pri-
mary activity in most software projects, and rationale remains hidden in casual and semi-
structured records, such as e-mails, meeting notes, wikis, and specialized documents. This
paper describes the TREx (Toeska Rationale Extraction) approach to recover, represent and
explore rationale information from text documents, combining: (1) pattern-based infor-
mation extraction to recover rationale; (2) ontology-based representation of rationale and
architectural concepts; and (3) facet-based interactive exploration of rationale. Initial re-
sults fromTREx’s application suggest that some kinds of architecture rationale can be semi-
automatically extracted from a project’s unstructured text documents, namely decisions,
alternatives and requirements. The approach and some tools are illustrated with a case
study of rationale recovery for a financial securities settlement system.
© 2010 Elsevier B.V. All rights reserved.
1. Introduction
Software architecture is the structure or structures of the system, which comprise software components, the externally
visible properties of those components, and the relationships between them [1]. In recent years, there has been growing
awareness of the value of documenting not just the architecture, but also how and why architectural decisions are taken.
‘‘Design rationale’’ captures the knowledge and reasoning that justify the resulting design [2], and its primary goal is to
support designers by providing means to record and communicate the argumentation and reasoning behind the design
process [3]. Several guidelines to document software architecture decisions [4–7] and their design rationale [8–11] have
been published, and also some templates exist to describe software architectures [12,13].
However, a recent industry survey [2] indicates that practitioners frequently do not document even key rationale
information, such as tradeoffs and discarded solutions. The survey identified ‘‘no time,’’ ‘‘no budget,’’ ‘‘no standards’’ and
‘‘no suitable tool’’ as the most frequent reasons for not documenting architecture rationale. Kruchten et al. [14] argue that
another adoption barrier for capturing design decisions is the intrusiveness of many of the processes involved, since they
are not fully integrated into current software engineering practice.
Despite these problems, rationale information is still recorded, although casually and isolatedly, e.g. structured reports,
wikis, e-mails and meeting notes, with some recording both old and updated discussions and decisions. Clearly, if existing
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tools could be extended to make use of this extant design information, some key barriers to their wider use would be
ameliorated. Perhaps even reuse of rationale would be in reach.
This article presents the TREx (Toeska Rationale Extraction) approach for architecture rationale recovery, which
allows gathering architecture rationale knowledge from plain-text documents, synthesizing it in a centralized knowledge
repository, and enabling its interactive exploration to investigate project rationale and its potential reuse. To this end,
several tools have been developed, combining: (1) pattern-based extraction of architecture and rationale information from
structured or free-form text documents; (2) semi-automatic, human-validated ontology-based representation of rationale
extracted from these documents; and (3) faceted interactive exploration of the extracted rationale.
Section 2 introduces architecture design rationale; Section 3 reviews previous work to extract, represent andmanipulate
architecture rationale; Section 4 explains the TREx approach; Section 5presents some tools developed to support it; Section 6
describes how TREx was used to recover rationale from a message-based financial clearinghouse system; Section 7 reviews
some implications of this approach; and Section 8 summarizes and concludes.
2. Architecture rationale and its recovery
Design rationale explains how and why a device is designed as it is [15]. Tang et al. [2] recognized nine kinds of ratio-
nale about software architecture development that observe justification: (1) design constraints, (2) design assumptions,
(3) weaknesses, (4) benefits, (5) costs, (6) complexity, (7) certainty in design correctness, (8) certainty in design imple-
mentability, and (9) tradeoffs among alternative designs.
Three kinds of design rationale (though not explicitly mentioned in previous work) have stood out clearly when
examining some project documents: quality attributes, adopted decisions, and discarded decisions.
Several formalisms and annotations have been proposed to record these architecture design rationale aspects [4–13].
A major recent survey [2] indicates that practitioners usually neither record nor have access to information on most
kinds of rationale, especially on design weaknesses, discarded solutions, tradeoffs, and certainty of correctness and
implementability; it also reports a high prevalence of undocumented discarded design decisions. The survey authors suggest
that reasons for not documenting design rationale include: (a) lack of standards and processes to guide why, how, what and
when to document design rationale; (b) time and budget project constraints; and (c) questioning whether the costs and
benefits of rationale documentation justify it.
Our experience suggests that, even when available, the reasoning behind design decisions is usually scattered across
documents and haphazardly recorded (e-mails, meeting notes, wikis, diagrams, or out-of-date structured documents).
Hence, there is a gap between formalisms (and their techniques and tools) and actual records. This work focuses on bridging
this gap for some types of generic rationale: design constraints, tradeoffs among alternative designs, risks, quality attributes,
and adopted and discarded decisions.
Clearly, addressing the rationale recovery problem as a mere model instantiating or document gathering problem, is just
not powerful enough.We argue that this problem can be addressed if it is properly decomposed into three smaller problems:
(1) Recovery of implicit rationale information from design documents.
(2) Representing recovered information (with some formalism).
(3) Manipulation of formalized information (e.g. explore both the rationale description and the original documents).
Each of these problems has been traditionally dealt with by different approaches and communities, but recent work in
all three areas converges into the notion of ontologies as enablers and integrators, and we adopt this perspective.
3. Related work
Several strands of work have separately addressed the three aspects of the rationale recovery problem.
3.1. Recovery of implicit rationale information from documents
In ideal conditions, wewould be able to recover full rationale information from documents: texts and/or diagramswould
be machine-read to generate a comprehensive description of the architecture and its derivation, and this description would
allow humans or automated tools to process it. Unfortunately, at this time we are not aware of any project or system that
extracts full architecture design rationale from text or diagrams, whether unstructured or formal.
A second andmoremodest approach is to indexdocuments for retrieving andmanipulation, using their owncontents. The
best knownvariant is addingmetadata to documents, e.g.‘‘tagging’’ [16].ManyWeb applications allowusers to addmetadata
to documents by adding ‘‘tags’’ to categorize their contents [16] (e.g. del.icio.us1 or Flickr2). This social categorization
approach, dubbed folksonomy [17], has made people sensitive to information indexing [16]. Although this approach has
1 http://del.icio.us/.
2 http://www.flickr.com/.
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proved to be a good and unexpensive solution for indexing Web documents [18], the resulting metadata is highly context-
and domain-dependent and minimally structured, hence not too useful for automatic integration or knowledge reuse.
Work has been done to reduce problems in the tag universe: educating users on tagging [19], allowing only ‘‘good’’
tags through connection to an ontology [19], enhancing folksonomies with information retrieval technologies [16], and
classifying users’ tags within a controlled taxonomy connected to an ontology [20]. Although some of these approaches help
to produce a controlled vocabulary, they still depend on users’ ability (and good will) to describe concepts using metadata
and not only as document content.
Other generic works related to automatic semantic metadata creation are based on text mining using neural networks
to annotate texts and extend ontologies [22]; its execution requires test-case training, making it a less general process since
training input varies with user’s individual preferences and characteristics [23].
Recentwork in ‘‘semantic indexing’’ includes the KYOTO project [24], which provides cross-linguistic indexation through
the use of ‘‘Kybots’’ (automated text-mining processes) that relate documents to an ontology via multi-language Wordnet
[25], enabling search using the relations among ontology concepts. This approach allows identifying meaningful concepts
in documents for their categorization, but not extracting knowledge units for metadata creation.
Document categorization has also used data-mining techniques like associative classifiers [26], an automatable approach
where associative rules can be quickly applied to many documents. Although it considers some text data complexities,
context-awareness and metadata creation still remain problematic because the semantic relations among concepts within
the text are not considered.
The Universal Parsing Agent (UPA) [27] allows users to create reusable transformation templates to convert text files to
structured XML files with tags corresponding to domain concepts. Unfortunately, the approach itself is not ontology-driven
and data can be tagged in different ways by different users, leading to potential lack of information coherency.
Generally speaking, existing approaches to semantically indexing project documents have two main problems:
(1) Metadata creation relies on users’ perspective about document contents, and not in the contents themselves. It also
relies on users’ willingness to tag (in folksonomic systems) or to create transformer-templates for plain-text documents
(e.g. UPA [27]).
(2) Since extraction tools are not ontology-driven, meaningful semantic relations cannot be extracted within plain-text
documents to enrich a knowledge base or extend anontology. These approachesmayhaveproblemswith data coherence
[26,22] or may fail to extract relevant part of available information [25].
For the specific problems of software architecture, Rambabu et al. [21] suggested annotating plain-text architecture
documents with terms of a software architecture ontology. They focused on the ontology description and outlined its use,
but did not describe any automated annotation process or a tool to implement it.
3.2. Representing recovered information with existing formalisms
Since the process by which software artifacts are built usually remains hidden in designers’ memories and is difficult to
recover and reuse, the challenge for design rationale research is to propose helpful, accessible representations for design
reasoning [28]. Several design rationale notations have been already proposed.
Rittel proposed Issue-based Information Systems (IBIS) [8] to identify, record and deal with issues in wicked design
problems. IBIS is an argumentative approach and its major elements are: (1) Issues, or questions to solve; (2) Positions that
represent alternative answers; (3) Arguments for or against positions or other arguments; and (4) Resolutions or accepted
positions. Different issue analysis or discussions can be related by different relationships such as: logical successor to,
temporal successor to, among others. Later, Conklin adapted IBIS for its use in Software Engineering [29].
The Procedural Hierarchy of Issues (PHI) [30] is an IBIS extension for non-controversial issues. It uses answers instead of
positions and adds sub-issue, sub-answer and sub-argument relationships.
Potts and Bruns [31] proposed another IBIS modification for its use in software design. It uses a single justification
statement instead of multiple argumentation nodes and includes elements that represent ‘‘intermediate artifacts’’ such as
models and documents. Thus, this approach offers a hybrid schema that allows designers to create design histories of linked
intermediate artifacts and rationale nodes.
The Questions, Options and Criteria (QOC) notation was used in Design Space Analysis (DSA) [10] to explicitly represent
design alternatives and their related argumentations. Themajor elements are (1)Questions, or issues; (2)Options, alternative
answers; (3) Criteria, desirable properties of options or requirements; (4) Assessments, positive or negative links fromoptions
to criteria; (5) Arguments on Assessments; and (6) Decisions, final resolutions. The major differences between QOC and IBIS
are: explicit statement of criteria used to evaluate options in QOC, and linking answers to criteria with positive and negative
links.
DRL (Design Rationale Language) [9] is an extension of the Potts and Brunsmodel for decision rationale. It introduced into
design rationale descriptions the notion of softgoals to describe evaluation criteria and claims to represent arguments. It also
includes decision problems (questions) and alternatives. The main differences between DRL and QOC are that claims have
attributes such as plausibility, degree and evaluation, and DRL allows goal-subgoal hierarchies, subdecision relationships
between decision problems and presupposes relationships among claims.
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Softgoal Interdependency Graphs (SIGs) [11] allow to represent tradeoffs in the decision making process. A SIG is
a softgoal3 network that describes quality attributes (also known as Non-Functional Requirements, NFRs), relationships
among them, design solutions for them (both chosen and discarded), and tradeoffs.
Lately, several ontologies have been proposed to describe software architecture rationale. Kruchten [33] introduced an
ontology to describe design decisions and relationships among them (i.e. rationale). Later this work was revised and applied
to a study case that describe the SPAR Aerospace Dexterous Robotic Arm project [34]. It also described a tool to explore
instances of their rationale ontology, which focused on cluster visualization to support decisions.
Akerman and Tyree [35] also proposed an ontology to record software architecture decisions, software assets, roadmaps,
and architectural concerns. The approach was illustrated with a simplified version of the IBM Architecture Description
Standard.
Sancho et al. [36] proposed an ‘‘ontological database’’ to describe SIGs, and exemplified its use with the Software
Performance Engineering Body of Knowledge.
Finally, Babu et al. [37] introduced a software architecture ontology (ArchVoc) and a thesaurus of architectural concepts
(including patterns and quality attributes); unfortunately, they did not illustrate their approach with an example, but only
with information about the thesaurus itself.
Moreover, several design rationale approaches for software architecture [35,34,36,43] do describe architecture rationale
in terms of decisions, concerns, goals, alternatives and software assets, but do not provide a more specific classification of
decisions (such as application architectural patterns, or use of specific components and frameworks). On the other hand,
although ArchVoc [37] has an operational view of software architecture and offers a thesaurus of architectural decision
types, it does not tackle the issue of relating specific systems or projects to specific architectural decisions.
3.2.1. Design rationale tools
Several design rationale tools, such as Archium,4 AREL,5 PAKME,6 ADDSS,7 and Knowledge Architect8 can be also used
to describe rationale-related information, but they require software practitioners to represent their rationale information
with ad hoc vocabularies and formats.
Archium [38] views software architecture as a set of design decisions. It proposes ametamodel to describe both software
architecture and design decision elements, and a composition model that relates changes of the design decision to the
elements of the architectural model. Archium provides a Java research prototype for validating these ideas.
AREL [39] introduces an UML rationale-based architecturemodel that describes design rationale, design objects and their
relationships. Thismodel also supports reasoning to explainwhy design objects exist, andwhat assumptions and constraints
they are related to. The approach also provides a tool-set to support record and the automated tracing of elements of this
model.
PAKME [40] is a web-based tool to support software architecture knowledge management. It aims to support a
collaborative software architecture process that might involve geographically distributed stakeholders. PAKME presents
its own software architecture and rationale data model; which also separates architectural knowledge into organizational
(generic) and project-specific.
ADDSS [41] is a web-based tool to record and manage architecture design decisions. ADDSS proposes a meta-model to
represent relations between architectural decisions, the architecture, stakeholders involved in different architectural views
and the iterations performed in the design process.
Knowledge Architect [42] is a tool suite that provides features to create, use, translate, share and manage architectural
knowledge. It aims to support collaboration among stakeholders in various activities of the architecture process. Knowledge
Architect stores its own data model in RDF and provides interfaces for others tools to store and retrieve architectural
knowledge. It also provides a plug-in to annotate and use explicit knowledge architecture insideMicrosoftWord documents.
Unfortunately, software practitioners that do record rationale still seemmore comfortable with plain-text, and rationale
description notations, ontologies and tool have not yet wonwide attraction among practitioners; indeed, lack of appropriate
standards and tools to support the documentation process are precisely two key reasons cited [2] for not documenting
rationale by actual architects.
3.3. Manipulation of formalized information
Software engineering has a long history of (intended) automation, and indeed tools for visualizing, editing and exporting
software design artifacts (code, models and documents) are numerous [44]. Since software architecture is already part of
3 A softgoal is a goal without a clear-cut satisfaction criterion: it is satisficed (A term coined by Simon [32]).
4 www.archium.net.
5 www.ict.swin.edu.au/personal/atang/AREL-Tool.zip.
6 http://193.1.97.13:8080.
7 http://triana.escet.urjc.es/ADDSS.
8 http://search.cs.rug.nl/griffin.
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several standard development processes [45], architecture descriptions are already subject to visualization, editing, analysis
and exporting [46]. But architecture rationale information still lags behind regarding manipulation capabilities. Currently,
its most evolved representation are ontology-based rationale graphs, but most tools still use closed formats and require
that rationale information be input only through the tools themselves [35,34,38–42]. Moreover, existing tools allow only
browsing [35,34,38,40,41], clustering [34], tracing [39] and manually annotation [42].
On the other side, somequality attribute knowledge catalogs [47] index their contentswith ‘‘facets’’, thus enabling faceted
browsing. Faceted classification was introduced by Ranganathan [48] as a concept-based classification; facets are disjoint
orthogonal partitions, which allow to describe items in a knowledge store as points in a multi-dimensional space. Object
descriptions can thus be synthesized by combinations of basic values, and conversely, can be assigned to multiple (partial)
classifications.
Prieto–Diaz [49] employed faceted classification schemas to organize a software reuse library, and he concluded that
faceted classification contributed to improve search and retrieval capabilities of the software library. Also, previous work
by our research team [50] allows interactive exploration of rationale models by using ontologies to describe rationale and
support a faceted search, but skipped the issue of how the rationale models would be populated.
3.4. Ontologies: A transversal issue
Interestingly, all three work streams reviewed in the previous sections (identification, representation andmanipulation)
are moving towards using ontologies as underlying technology:
• Semantic indexing is required for automatic integration or knowledge reuse, and ontology-based approaches have
appeared as proper solutions.
• Recent approaches have proposed new ontologies to describe architecture rationale.
• Recent rationale manipulation tools are based on ontology-based descriptions of rationale.
An ontology is an explicit and formal specification of a shared conceptualization [51]. More precisely, an ontology is a
formal model of a domain that describes its concepts and relationships among them. The power of ontologies resides not
only in their formal description apparatus, but on their capacity to allow inference of new knowledge from existing one.
Ontologies can be represented with languages like OWL [52], which provides vocabulary to describe classes, their
properties, relations among them and cardinalities, and supports description logic and inference rules to derive new
information from input data. At an operational level, RDF (Resource Description Framework)[53] is widely used to describe
ontologies (mainly at semantically enriched Web sites). RDF encodes information as triplets (resources) that relate a
property to other resources or to plain literal data; thus, RDF models are directed labeled graph that allow representing
meaningful contents.
The fact that both ontologies and their usual underlying data model are formal and structured ways of describing and
indexing informationmakes themwonderfully appropriate for automated operation, but these same facts also hamper their
adoption by architecture document creators. Needless to say, this same problem applies to software architecture description
formalisms, but at least there are architecture recovery approaches, even commercial products (e.g. Lattix9, Structure10110);
no such sophisticated recovery approaches exist as yet for architecture rationale.
4. TREx: Extraction, representation and exploration of architecture rationale
Recovery of architecture rationale could be significantly helped if the existing rationale notations and tools could be
coupled with powerful model-populating and manipulation tools. This requires to solve three major problems:
(1) Gathering rationale information from project documents.
(2) Expressing the recovered rationale information with the previously proposed formalisms (or others).
(3) Manipulating the resulting rationale models and the original documents in order to better understand the reasoning
behind software architecture decisions.
To satisfy these processing requirements, TREx (the Toeska Rationale Extraction) combines four conceptual components:
(1) Two ontologies to represent software architecture (of systems) and software architecture rationale (of projects),
respectively;
(2) Ontology-based extraction of segments of plain-texts documents (knowledge units) that are relevant according to a given
ontology;
(3) Expert-supervised validation and inconsistency management of the connection (‘‘anchoring’’) of automatically extracted
knowledge units;
(4) Facet-based exploration of the knowledge store and the original project documents.
9 www.lattix.com.
10 www.structure101.com.
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Fig. 1. Conceptual components.
Fig. 1 illustrates the TREx architecture. Original project documents are selected to feed TREx; specialized information
extraction tools automatically parse them and recover embedded rationale information. The extraction tools combine
the ontologies for software architecture and rationale with well known thesauri to create grammars that allow finding
useful information in the original documents. Since the information extraction tools may generate erroneous rationale
information or inconsistencies when integrating new and old information, the recovered rationale is stored until additional
human-validation. Software architects examine recovered to validate it and solve possible inconsistencies. Validated
rationale information is finally stored in a Software Architecture and Rationale Knowledge Base to enable further automated
manipulation of this data. A facet-based exploration has been already developed, which enables architects to interactively
explore both software architecture rationale information and the original documents; they can use it to start a rationale
recovery process, to look for specific information or to train a new colleague in the rationale of the system.
The reminder of this section explains in further details the TREx ontologies and tools.
4.1. Ontologies for software architecture and rationale
TREx has two ontologies:
• the Toeska Architecture Ontology, to represent the (software) architecture of a system, and
• the NDR (NFR Design Rationale) ontology, to describe the (software) architecture rationale of a project [43].
The Toeska Architecture Ontology (see Fig. 2) builds upon the ArchVoc thesaurus [37], which offers an operational
thesaurus-based viewof software architecture decisions. Software Architecture concepts (classes in OWL) are the nodes, and
they represent key concepts to be recovered by the Toeska approach. The relationships among these concepts (properties
in OWL) are represented as graph’s edges.
Some highlights of the Toeska Architecture Ontology are:
• A Software Component may achieve Requirements and implement Architectural Alternatives;
• A Software Component may be a System, Subsystem and Component;
• Software Components can be related to Issues, Patterns, Drivers and Technologies;
• A Pattern may be Architectural or Design Pattern;
• A Software Component may support Business Processes and is built by a Project;
• A Requirement can be related to another Requirement through a Tradeoffs property;
• A Requirement may be Functional or Non-Functional Requirement;
• Non-Functional Requirements may be Design Restriction or Assumption; and
• An Architectural Alternative can indicate whether it was adopted or discarded, and additional properties can describe
others types of rationale such as cost, benefit, weakness/strength, certainty of implementation, and certainty of design.
TheNDRontology [43] (see Fig. 3) describes software architecture rationale using Softgoal InterdependencyGraphs (SIGs)
[11]. SIGs explicitly describe Non-Functional Requirements (NFRs) as softgoals, which can be decomposed intomore specific
softgoals; this refinement process endswhen softgoals can be satisficed by one ormore solutions (OperSoftgoals). SIGs allow
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Fig. 2. The Toeska architecture ontology.
Fig. 3. The NDR (NFR Design Rationale) ontology.
to record interdependencies among softgoals, argumentation rationale, and evaluation of adopted and discarded design
decisions.
The NDR Ontology reuses the NFR concept and its properties from the NFR Ontology. Additionally, some highlights of
integrating the Toeska Architecture Ontology and NDR Ontology are:
• Architectural Decision, Technology, Architectural and Design Pattern are subclasses of OperSoftgoal;
• Driver, Requirement and Issue are subclasses of NFRSoftgoal.
4.2. Ontology-based extraction of software architecture rationale
To recover rationale information from plain-text documents, TREx applies text mining techniques [54] to discover
knowledge units embedded in them. These knowledge units and their semantics are assembled to recompose the argument
for system’s construction based on TREx.
Information Extraction (IE) [55] is a Natural Language Processing (NLP) technology to extract information snippets from
a text corpus and store them in a formal fixed format (knowledge units). IE11 has five main tasks:
(1) Named Entity Recognition (NE): Finds and annotates nouns as entities within the text by using of large thesauri.
(2) Co-reference resolution (CO): Relates an entity with its references, such as like pronouns.
11 Information Extraction (IE) differs from Information Retrieval (IR) because IR aims to find and retrieve whole texts for a query but IE only retrieves that
information within a text that is relevant to a query.
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Fig. 4. The TREx overall flow.
(3) Template Element Construction (TE): Finds attributes related to entities.
(4) Template Relation Construction (TR): Finds relations among entities.
(5) Scenario Template Production (ST): Finds events and their participating entities.
TREx uses IE techniques to discover entities (NE), relations among them (TR), and their attributes (TE). Rationale
extraction has four steps (see Fig. 4):
(1) Setup (fully manual):
(a) generation of extraction tools;
(b) selection of a document feeding strategy;
(2) Execution (fully automatic):
(a) automatic annotation of texts;
(b) population of the Knowledge Base.
The ontologies described in Section 4.1 are used to create rationale-specific information extraction tools to recover
software architecture and rationale information from documents. In addition, a feeding strategy should be chosen to select
a set of input documents; these extraction tools for automated annotators that produce machine-readable texts describing
software architecture and rationale concepts and relationships embedded in the original set of documents. The extracted
annotated texts are integrated to a rationale knowledge base, related to old information, and enriched with thesauri. Since
possible inconsistencies may be introduced by the integration, this knowledge base requires human validation.
Since the extraction tools have been already generated by us, other teams using this approach only need to execute steps
for organizations or projects that need to be newly parsed and indexed. The reminder of this section describes all four tasks
in detail.
4.2.1. Generation of extraction tools from the ontology
An ontology describes relations among concepts through properties. Each relation instance represents a real world
example of this relation formalization (machine-readable) and can be converted into a piece of text (human-readable) by
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adding proper syntactic elements around and between its elements. Thus, the ontology gives clues of what to look for in
texts. To illustrate, consider the following property (taken from the Toeska Architecture Ontology):
<owl:ObjectProperty rdf:ID="addresses">
<rdfs:domain rdf:resource="#ArchitecturalDecision"/>
<rdfs:range rdf:resource="#Requirement"/>
<owl:inverseOf rdf:resource="#IsAddressedBy"/>
<rdfs:label>The Architecture Decision addresses a Requirement
</rdfs:label>
<rdfs:comment>Relate an Architecture Decision to a Requirement
which is positively affected by the Architecture Decision
</rdfs:comment>
</owl:ObjectProperty>
The property ‘‘addresses’’ relates an Architectural Decision to a Requirement that should be addressed by it. From this
property, we can look for this kind of relationships within texts to fill our knowledge base. As an example, the revision of a
sentence referring this fact within the description of Model-View-Controller (MVC) Pattern inWikipedia12 is ‘‘MVC helps to
reduce the complexity in architectural design and to increase flexibility and reuse of code.’’
Applying NE (with a proper thesaurus) finds out that ‘‘MVC’’ is a ‘‘pattern’’, and that ‘‘complexity, flexibility and reuse of
code’’ are ‘‘requirements’’. All these entities are in the same sentence and we know they are related by predicates, but we
can not identify them yet; thus, TR must be used for this and TE helps to discover entity attributes. At the end of this step,
we have IE tools specifically built to find rationale knowledge units using different relation descriptions of the ontology as
starting points.
This task is fully manual, as rules are created by domain experts that have previously analyzed some example texts.
Although some approaches to semi-automated creation of extraction tools [56] rely on extensive analysis of several Web
documents, Rationale Architecture texts are not common and we created the tools by hand.
4.2.2. Selection of a document feeding strategy
The IE tools require selecting a set of input documents. The two strategies for document feeding are:
(1) Creating a list of URL’s13 audited by a domain expert: this yields more precise metadata but narrower information
coverage.
(2) Creating a Web Crawler that finds URL’s dynamically (e.g. in an intranet wiki): this yields wider information coverage
but the extracted information is less reliable.
The feeding strategy should be selected in a rationale recovery project according to its requirements. The first approach
canbeused for settled andhard knowledge, since the informationhas been vetted by the domain expert and can be evaluated
in a later stage; the second approach can be used for volatile information classification and dynamic domains, since a large
amount of extracted information does not lend itself to careful human evaluation.
In either case, this step provides a mechanism to obtain documents that can be subjected to automatic semantic
annotation. TREx supports both decisions though, by the reasons mentioned in the previous section, we recommend the
first strategy.
4.2.3. Automated semantic annotation of texts
Semantic annotation proceeds by marking the selected documents with ‘‘tags’’, and then extracting the rationale
knowledge units. Every annotation has to be ‘‘anchored’’ (linked) to a resource definition in the ontology instance, to describe
the text meaning. To enhance the quality of this process, large and robust thesauri are required to identify entities and
properties. Whereas some general good thesauri already exist (e.g. WordNet14 to discover named entities), others were
specifically developed by TREx.
Since manual annotation of texts is a quite expensive and time-consuming task [57], it must be automated to make
rationale recovery practical. Applying this step for a rationale recovery project produces:
(1) A (single or set of) semantically annotated texts, and
(2) A transformation from these texts into a (single or set of) RDF files, which conform to the Toeska Architecture Ontology.
12 http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Model%E2%80%93view%E2%80%93controller.
13 A Uniform Resource Locator (URL) is a type of Uniform Resource Identifier (URI) that specifies where an identified resource is available and the
mechanism to retrieve it.
14 http://wordnet.princeton.edu/.
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4.2.4. Population of the Knowledge Base
TREx ingests15 the extracted annotations to a Toeska Rationale repository. Integration of new rationale information can
(must!) be enhanced by checking consistency with data already stored in the repository. Knowledge units could also be
enriched with semantic information from external semantic repositories such as DBPedia,16 Freebase,17 or OpenCYC,18 as
this information could help in later stages of disambiguating or exploring data; we have done this in other tools but not
here.
4.3. Expert-supervised validation and inconsistencies management
All recovered knowledge units are ‘‘Pending’’ before being stored in the Knowledge Base since our experience indicates
that some (but not most) extracted knowledge units may introduce inconsistencies. Human-supervised validation is thus
required.
There are some facts that an automated process cannot distinguish because it lacks necessary contextual information;
for example, the word interface might refer to a user interface or a service interface. Obviously, this is not a machine-only
problem, since a person without the necessary information would not known the difference either. Hence many extracted
rationale knowledge units must be vetted by humans before becoming fully integrated into the repository.
TREx validation is interactive, and presumes the participation of an architect (i.e. a domain-expert for architecture
rationale). It includes:
(1) Checking consistency of new information with the existing repository contents: it could lead to completing or changing
some rationale knowledge units, or even discarding them.
(2) Checking existence of new information, i.e. whether the desired rationale knowledge units were successfully extracted.
If not, the NE and TR tools should be modified and/or the ontology should be extended to cover the new information
descriptions. These two actions fall outside the scope of most rationale recovery projects, though they could be tackled
by teams with NLP expertise.
These tasks require domain knowledge that can not be integratedwithin IE tools because it is too complex, too expensive
to implement, or too difficult to predict. The existence of a human-in-the-loop is key to ensure information quality.
At the end of this step (with some iterations of extraction and evaluation), a rationale recovery project has incorporated
the extracted rationale knowledge units into the Toeska Rationale Repository.
4.4. Interactive exploration of extracted rationale
Once annotated rationale-related documents are available and integrated to existing information in a Rationale
Repository. The Repository has terms to semantically describe a project, its rationale, and related documents anchored to
these terms. It becomes feasible to build software tools to manipulate these descriptions and help architects to investigate
rationale of a specific project, or some particular kind of requirement or constraint.
As a first tool, we have developed a faceted rationale browser (see Fig. 5) to support rationale reviews. A general ontology
is hard to visualize effectively, given its general-graph structure and a faceted organization simplifies exploring rationale
knowledge (see Section 3.3). TREx includes an ontology-based faceted classification to organize the ingested software
architecture rationale information.
To exploit the semantic anchoring of documents and allow deep human investigation, instances of ontology concepts
(i.e. graph nodes) are linked to the rationale-related documents from which they were extracted by TREx.
Since design rationale information usually grows to quite large amounts, identifying valuable information inside the
metadata graphs can be daunting. To this end, TREx defines rationale knowledge fragment templates to represent relevant
knowledge chunks to be recovered (and possibly reused) by architects [50].
5. TREx tools implementations
Several TREx tools have been built with the GATE (General Architecture for Text Engineering) [58] API,19 a well-known
development framework to build information extraction (IE) tools. GATE provides a basic implementation of IE process
called ANNIE (A Nearly-New Information Extraction System), amodifiable serial process that applies several NLP techniques
(including sentence splitter, English tokenizer, gazetteer, OrthoMatcher, etc.).
15 Technical concept used in digital libraries to describe adding new objects and their relationships into an existing repository.
16 http://dbpedia.org.
17 http://www.freebase.com.
18 http://www.cyc.com/opencyc.
19 http://gate.ac.uk/.
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Fig. 5. Toeska rationale browser.
To enable an agile and standardized text annotation, we have developed an OntoGazetteer as a plugin for GATE. An
OntoGazetteer is a Simple Gazetteer20 automatically constructed from an ontology definition; each word list correspond
to an ontology concept and contains its labels. The gazetteer is used to identify ontology concepts within the texts and to
annotate them21.
Once texts are annotated, more sophisticated extraction tools can be created to identify relationships among terms and
attributes. The TREx extraction tools are based on grammars22 that are run as NLP task by ANNIE23.
A final ad hoc task for ANNIE builds the document (as shown on Fig. 5) using HTML templates in Java and storing the
extracted knowledge units in the Rationale Repository.
The Toeska Rationale Repository is built upon JENA,24 a widely used semantic framework to build semantic applications,
which includes complete handling of RDF graphs, RDFS and OWL. JENA manages persistence and integrity for semantic
applications (knowledge bases).
6. A case study
TREx has been validated through a case study; this section describes its design, execution steps and analysis results.
6.1. Context
The objective of the case study was to measure the effects of using TREx. We compared effort and results quality
of extracting software architecture and rationale information from plain-text documents manually versus automatically
(i.e. using TREx).
We developed three types of rationale recovery projects:
(1) Subjects manually recovered software architecture and rationale information from a set of plain text documents.
(2) TREx was simply executed over the same documentation.
(3) Subjects used TREx and validated its results by hand.
These projects used a set of documents of Bonia System, a securities clearing system for which we obtained detailed
architecture description but incomplete additional documentation. The documentation set was chosen because an
experienced software architect who participated in the project was available for the study planning, allowing us to have
a sound ‘‘ground truth’’ against which to compare the case study results.
20 A Gazetteer is a collection of one or more word lists related by a common concept used to annotate texts with tags.
21 For more information about OntoGazetteer, please contact the Toeska Group at UTFSM.
22 Written in JAPE (Java Annotation Pattern Engine), a language towrite regular expressions to generate document annotations from existing annotations;
see http://gate.ac.uk/sale/tao/index.html#x1-2020008 for details.
23 See http://gate.ac.uk/sale/tao/index.html#x1-2020008 for details.
24 JENA: http://jena.sourceforge.net/.
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6.2. Hypothesis formulation
The main hypothesis (to be empirically refuted) was:
(1) H0: There is no significant difference of effect and results quality between manually and TREx-supported extraction of
software architecture and rationale information from plain-text documents.
The measured response variables were:
• Quality: The precision and recall of recovered software architecture and rationale information, measured against an
expert-defined ground truth.
• Effort: The time spent by subjects (person-hours).
To evaluate precision and recall, we defined:
• A: The set of all valid software architecture and rationale items in the documents under analysis (‘‘ground truth").
• B: The set of all items identified by a subject from the documents (whether valid or no).
• C: The intersection set between the items identified from the document and those actually present in it (i.e. valid).
Thus, rationale recovery precision is defined as:
RRprecision = CB (1)
and rationale recovery recall is defined as:
RRrecall = CA . (2)
6.3. Planning
The case study objectwas a set of architecture-related documents of the Bonia project: 26 pages of text, tables and figures
that describe the final architecture and some reasons behind some specific architectural decisions.
The subjects were informatics graduate students with several years of industry experience in software development
and architecture, but who had not participated in Bonia. Half of them executed a fully manual rationale recovery process
(i.e. reading documents), and the other half used TREx.
All subjects used the same set of documents, and the response variables were collected both during and immediately
after the recovery exercises.
6.4. Case study results
The case study results are summarized in Tables 1 and 2. Table 1 describes knowledge units recovered by the expert,
considered as the ground truth of the study case (i.e. these are the valid knowledge units). This Table also depicts the total
and valid knowledge units recovered by the different treatments of the case study:
• a totally manual recovery;
• the TREx extraction tool without any human validation;
• a human-validated TREx-based recovery.
The recovered knowledge units have been classified according to their corresponding concept in the ontology, and the
kind of rationale they describe (following Tang et al. [2]).
Two interesting observations can be made about the case results summarized in Table 1.
First, and unexpectedly, more NFRs were found by the unsupervised tool than by the subject-validated tool. We attribute
this to over-correcting by the subjects, who discarded someNFRswhen they did not notice their importance as architectural
requirements; this conjecture remains to be fully tested.
Second, the subjects were able to distinguish ‘‘generic’’ components (i.e. component kinds rather than proper
components), but the unsupervised tool failed at this and lumped them all as ‘‘components’’. This points to a recognition of
abstraction levels that humans seem to carry per se (or at least engineers) but that would need to be carefully factored into
recognition devices.
As expected, the overall precision increased considerably when the recovery process was supported by the TREx tool,
and results were even better when considering only rationale information (e.g. adopted and discarded alternatives, and
weaknesses/strengths).
7. Discussion
The case study showed that architectural decisions, strengths/weaknesses and quality attributes (including design
constraints) can be successfully mined, recovered and related automatically from free-form project documents. Some
limitations were identified:
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Table 1
Case study — detailed results.
Ontology concept Ground truth TREx tool results Fully manual recovery TREx-supported recovery Rationale type
Total Valid Total Valid Total Valid
Software components 22 4 0 17 14 13 13
Design constraints 3 2 2 1 1 2 2 Design constraints
Non-functional requirements 7 10 8 2 2 4 4 Quality attributes
Requirements 10 12 10 3 3 6 6
Technologies 4 1 1 4 4 7 4
Architectural alternatives
(adopted) 13 7 7 4 4 8 8 Adopted decisions
Architectural alternatives
(discarded) 3 1 1 0 0 3 3 Discarded decisions
Strength 20 2 2 1 1 7 7 Weakness?
Other rationale types 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 Other rationale types
Table 2
Case study — quality and time results.
Precision Recall Time (min)
Trex tool results 0.77 0.37 1
Totally manual recovery 0.91 0.35 75
Tool-supported recovery 0.94 0.57 75
Expert recovery 1 1 240
• The quality of the extractedmetadata and global description of the software architecture and rationale is very dependent
on the quality of the available records.
• The idiosyncrasies of documenting aspects of software architecture affect the extraction tools; for example, IE tools
probably will require some modifications to examine texts of different teams or organizations than ours.
• Other kinds of manipulations beyond exploration may require more robust and richer ontologies, e.g. to support
inferences.
Themere possibility of recovering and examining rationale, evenwhen not explicitly preserved, open interesting avenues
of research and practice:
• Reusing rationale: design problems could be recognized as previously dealt with, and the earlier solutions would be a
good starting point (though probably never a perfect match due a changing context).
• Auditing architecture processes: decision trails of projects could be explored to determine compliance to corporate or
professional standards, or even for legal argumentation.
• Training of architects: newer or less experienced teammembers could pore over projects rationale to understand better
how and why architecture decisions are taken.
Ongoingwork aims to build a Semantic Annotation Platform (SAP) [57] using pattern-based IE to find and store rationale,
and provide additional services:
(1) Integration of architectural documents from several projects (probably from the same organization) into a single
repository;
(2) Integration of architectural documents from several types of documents to obtain a fuller rationale picture for a project;
and
(3) Dynamic creation of rationale information from existing architecture and/or rationale information.
8. Conclusions
This paper presented the TREx (Toeska Rationale Extraction) approach and toolset to extract, represent and explore
software rationale information from plain-text documents. TREx uses information extraction techniques to extract
meaningful rationale knowledge units from plain-text documents; to integrate this information into a rationale repository;
and to enable its manipulation by other tools to facilitate human investigation of projects’ rationale. This approach will
hopefully enable rationale reuse, rationale auditing and architects training.
The entire process is ontology-driven, allowing identification and representation of meaningful relations that describe
the content of several rationale documents. A key aspect is human-in-the-loop review to provide expert knowledge, validate
extracted information, and enhance ontologies and thesauri.
A case study compared the performance (precision and recall) of the unassisted TREx tool versus human-reviewed TREx
execution, using project description documents from an actual projects. Preliminary results suggest that humans are poorer
than TREX at identifying rationale, but are better at dealing with ‘‘generic’’ components.
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Further progress down this line of research will hopefully lead to treating software architecture rationale with the
same kind of sophisticated tools that the software architecture community uses to understand andmanipulate architecture
descriptions. Architecture rationale deserves to be a project first-class citizen too.
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